#2018/___/___/___

Rental agreement
between
H+H Lakópark Kft.
8237 Tihany, Kagyló köz 8.
tel. 0687 538 220
cj.sz. 19-09-513888

name:
______________
room /ID number: ______________
phone number:
______________

(hereinafter Company)

(hereinafter Customer)

according to the following terms and conditions:
1. Company agrees to rent bicycle(s) and/or other sport equipment(s) (hereinafter equipments) with the
following ID numbers to Customer on Hotel Panoráma location.
_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

2. After personal examination Customer declares that the rented equipments are in proper working
condition as marked on the next page.
3. Customer agrees to use the equipments at their own responsibility, this includes any injuries or damage
not caused by the technical failure of the equipment. If the equipment is damaged in a way that threatens
the safety of further usage, Customer must contact Company on the phone number seen above
immediately.
Customer must follow all laws, rules and regulations, as well as posted signs and warnings. Customer
should always be aware of road and trail conditions, as well as weather and other environmental factors
which may affect safe operation of equipments. Customer is responsible for securing the equipments at
all times, including the use of provided theft prevention devices.
4. At the end of the rental period Customer must return all equipment with present Agreement. In case
of loss or damage of equipment compensation is according to the list on display in the rental office
(normal wear and tear is accepted).

5.

Time of rental:
Accessories:
Condition
of:

Expected time of return:
helmet: __ pcs

hi-vis vest: __ pcs

lights: __ pcs

padlock: __ pcs

child seat: __ pcs

bike bag: __ pcs

frame ___

wheels ___

shifting ___

brakes ___

6. The rental fee per bicycle is 2500 Ft under 4 hours, 4000 Ft over 4 hours.
Rental fee of other equipments is listed in the rental office.
Expected amount of rental fee: __________ Ft
Form of payment: cash / debit/credit card / hotel room credit

Payed: ______________
(reception)

The expected amount of rental fee must be paid upon signing this Agreement on the reception of the
hotel. In case of exceeding the prepaid lenght of the rental period the late fee must be paid upon returning
the equipments.
7. Questions not regulated in this Agreement are to be interpreted according to the Hungarian Civil Code.
8. Present Agreement is signed in two copies, of which one is given to Customer upon signing.

Tihany, 2018. _________
_____________________
Company representative

_________________
Customer

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Time of return: _________
Amount of late fee: _________
The above mentioned bicycles and/or other sport equipments have been returned in full number and
good condition.
____________________
Company representative

